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Assessed locations
- Estimated IDPs
- Estimates returnees from within South Sudan
- Estimated returnees from abroad
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Locations covered by County as of March 2019
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Eastern Equatoria
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IDPs Maps
IDPs by period of arrival at County level as of March 2019
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Period of arrival by County
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Please note that displacement by year only refers to displacement time of currently displaced individuals and excludes any other populations that have since returned.
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IDPs by period of arrival as of March 2019
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IDPs by current sub areas and by home before displacement
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IDPs by County: Comparisson R4 and R5
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Returnees
Maps
Average of returnees per month as of March 2019
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Returnees by period of arrival as of March 2019
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Returnees arrival 2018 post peace agreement
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Returnees 2018 post R-ARCSS
(September - December 2018)

Sub area level
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Shelter status of returnees: severely damaged
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Number of individuals: 31,000

Shelter status:
- No damage
- Partially damaged
- Severely damaged
- Unknown
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Returnees by sub area as of March 2019
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Northern Bahr el Ghazal
Returnees by sub area as of March 2019
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Western Equatoria
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Returnees by County: Comparisson R4 and R5
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Returnees Locations: Comparissos R4 and R5
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